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Abstract
We study sound propagation in Bose-condensed gases in a highly-elongated harmonic trap at fi-
nite temperatures. This problem is studied within the framework of Zaremba-Nikuni-Griffin (ZNG)
formalism, which consistent of a generalized Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation for the condensate and
the kinetic equation for a thermal cloud. We extend the ZNG formalism to deal with a highly-
anisotropic trap potential, and use it to simulate sound propagation using the trap parameters
corresponding to the experiment on sound pulse propagation at finite temperature. We focus on
the high-density two-fluid hydrodynamic regime, and explore the possibility of observing first and
second sound pulse propagation. The results of numerical simulation are compared with an ana-
lyitical results derived from linearized ZNG hydrodynamic equations. We show that the second
sound mode makes a dominant contribution to condensate motion in relatively high temperature,
while the first sound mode makes an appreciable contribution.
∗ arahata@vortex.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the phenomena attracting attention is the superfluid dynamics in ultracold atomic
gases. Recently, there has been renewed interest in second sound mode in superfluid Bose
and Fermi gases [1–5]. The existence of second sound is the most dramatic effects related
to superfluidity in superfluid Bose and Fermi gases, which are described by Landau’s two-
fluid hydrodynamics analogous to the case of liquid 4He [6]. These equations describe the
dynamics when collisions are sufficiently strong to produce a state of local thermodynamic
equilibrium [7]. In this regime first and second sound modes can be distinguished. The
occurrence of two distinct modes is caused by the presence of both superfluid component
and normal fluid component, which are coupled to each other. The study of ultracold
gases in collisional hydrodynamic regime has been difficult because the density and the s-
wave scattering length are typically not large enough. In the case of superfluid Fermi gases,
Feshbach resonances allow ones to achieve conditions where the Landau two-fluid description
is correct. Recent experiments have observed sound propagation in trapped superfluid Fermi
gases with a Feshbach resonance [3, 8, 9].
We note that the occurrence of two sound modes is caused by the coupled motion of the
superfluid component and normal fluid component. First sound is essentially an in-phase
oscillation of superfluid and normal fluid components, while second sound is an oscillation of
two components. This is a general feature of first and second sound, which is valid both for
a dilute Bose gas and for superfluid 4He. However, the detailed characteristics and behaviors
of two sound modes are quite different in a Bose gas and in superfluid 4He. In superfluid 4He,
first sound is essentially a pressure wave, while second sound is essentially a temperature
wave. In this case, second sound is completely uncoupled to the density fluctuations. The
situation is quite different in a dilute Bose gas, as discussed in Ref. [12]. At very low tem-
perature, the first sound mode is essentially the condensate collective mode and the second
sound mode is the collective mode of quasiparticle excitations. With increasing tempera-
ture, hybridization two modes occurs, and the nature of the sound oscillations changes. At
higher temperature, the first sound mostly involves the noncondensate oscillation, while the
second sound mostly involves the condensate oscillation. In the case of a Bose gas, both first
and second sound modes are coupled to density fluctuations. Therefore, the second sound
pole makes a significant pole to the dynamic density response function. This means that, in
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contrast to the case of superfluid 4He, one can probe second sound in a dilute Bose gas by
density perturbation.
Experimentally, sound wave in a highly-elongated trapped gas can be excited by a sudden
modification of a trapping potential using the focused laser beam. The resulting density
perturbations propagate with a speed of sound. This type of sound pulse experiment was
first carried out by MIT group for a Bose gas to probe Bogoliubov sound [10]. Observed
sound velocity was in good agreement with theoretical predictions [11]. In the case of trapped
Fermi gases, first sound has been observed by the sound pulse propagation experiment [3].
Theoretically, sound pulse propagation in a trapped Bose gas have been studied for T = 0
using Gross-Pitaevskii equation [5, 11–13] and for a normal phase using the hydrodynamic
equation [14]. The sound propagation was also studied theoretically for a normal Fermi gas
using the kinetic equation [15]. The sound pulse propagation in superfluid Fermi gases in
the two-fluid hydrodynamic regime was studied in Ref. [16]. In this regime, it was shown
that two types of sound pulses, corresponding to first and second sound, propagate with
their sound velocities.
More recently, sound propagation in Bose-condensed gases has been observed in Ref. [4]
when the thermal cloud is in the hydrodynamic regime and the system is therefore described
by the two-fluid model by using highly-elongated (cigar-shaped) traps. This experimental
work reported evidence for a second sound mode in superfluid Bose gases, but first sound
mode was not clearly identified. For completeness of the two-fluid hydrodynamics, it will be
important to observe both first and second sound.
In this paper, we study sound pulse propagation in Bose-condensed gases in a highly-
elongated harmonic trap at finite temperatures. In order to simulate the coupled motion
of the condensate and noncondensate components in a fully consistent manner, we use the
formalism developed by Zaremba, Nikuni, and Griffin (ZNG) [6, 17], that consists of a
generalized Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation for a condensate and a kinetic equation for the
thermal component. ZNG equations treat the excitations semiclassically within the Hartree-
Fock (HF) approximation. Thus, the excitations dynamics with a thermal cloud of particles
is governed by a Boltzmann equation for the phase-space distribution function. The coupled
GP and Boltzmann equations include the transfer of atoms into and out of the condensate,
which is taken together with mean-field coupling between the two components.
We will present several dynamical simulations of sound propagation based on the ZNG
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formalism. The procedure involves solving simultaneously a GP equation for the condensate
and a Boltzmann kinetic equation for the thermal cloud. The sound pulse is excited by the
same manner as the experiment way [4]. In the case of a trapped Bose gas, one might think
that the thermal density perturbations (first sound) is so small that one cannot distinguish
small density perturbations from signal-to-noise in the thermal cloud. However, we will
show that both first and second sound mode can be observed by a sudden modification of a
trapping potential at intermediate temperatures.
Since we are interested in the collision-dominated hydrodynamic regime, we have to
simulate the system with a large number of thermal cloud atoms in order to achieve high
enough density. However, numerical simulation of the ZNG equations for the system with
a large number of thermal cloud atoms is very time consuming. In the present study, in
order to save cost of numerical calculation, we derive quasi-1D ZNG equations by expanding
the field operator in radial modes of the trap potential [18]. As shown in Ref. [18], even
when the dynamics of Bose-condensed gases in a highly-elongated harmonic trap is well
approximated by 1-dimensional (1D) GP equation, the momentum space of the thermal
cloud must be treated as three dimensional (3D), because the thermal cloud atoms typically
have kinetic energy much larger than the typical energy associated with the radial trap
frequency. Combining the work in Ref. [18] with the ZNG kinetic theory [6, 17], we develope
the quasi-1D kinetic theory that include the degree of freedom in the radial direction.
In Sec. II, we introduce quasi-1D ZNG equations appropriate for a highly-elongated
Bose gas. The discussion closely follows the original approach given by Zaremba et al
[6, 17]. In this formalism, the condensate is described by a generalized quasi-1D GP equation
for the Bose order parameter. It involves terms that are coupled to the noncondensate
component. As in Refs [6] and [17], we restrict ourselves to finite temperatures high enough
that noncondensate atoms can be described by a semiclassical kinetic equation for the single-
particle distribution function.
In Sec. III, we show dynamical simulations for a Bose condensed gas in a highly-elongated
harmonic trap with parameters corresponding to the experiment. We also estimate the
collisional relaxation rate which defines the two-fluid hydrodynamic regime.
In Sec. IV, we discuss the first and second sound amplitude for condensate and non-
condensate components separately using linearized ZNG hydrodynamic equations. In this
section, we consider a uniform Bose condensed gas for simplicity. We calculate the relative
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weights of first and second sound mode using HF approximation for calculating thermody-
namic various variables and compare those calculating by the dynamical simulation of the
coupled ZNG equations.
II. QUASI 1D ZNG EQUATIONS OF A BOSE CONDENSED GAS IN A HIGHLY-
ELONGATED HARMONIC TRAP
We consider a Bose condensed gas confined highly-elongated harmonic trap potential.
Our system is described by the following Hamiltonian :
Hˆ =
∫
dr
{
ψˆ†(r, t)
[
− h¯
2
2M
∇2 + Vext(r)
]
ψˆ(r, t) +
g
2
ψˆ†(r, t)ψˆ†(r, t)ψˆ(r, t)ψˆ(r, t)
}
, (1)
with an anisotropic harmonic potential Vext(r) =
M
2
[ω⊥(x2 + y2) + ωzz2]. In this paper, we
consider a highly-elongated trap potential ωz ≪ ω⊥. As usual, we treat the interatomic
interaction in the s−wave approximation with g = 4πh¯2a/M , where a is the s−wave scat-
tering length and M is an atomic mass. In order to separate the radial and longitudinal
degree of freedom, we expand the field operator in terms of the radial wavefunction[18]
ψˆ(r, t) =
∑
n
ψˆn(z, t)φn(x, y), (2)
where φn(x, y) is the normalized eigenfunction of the radial part of the single-particle Hamil-
tonian, which satisfies[
− h¯
2
2M
∇2⊥ +
M
2
ω⊥(x
2 + y2)
]
φn(x, y) = Enφn(x, y), (3)
and ψˆn(z, t) satisfies the following equal time commutation relation :
[
ψˆn(z, t), ψˆ
†
n′(z
′, t)
]
= δ(z − z′)δn,n′. (4)
Using (2) and (3) in (1), we rewrite the Hamiltonian as
Hˆ =
∑
n
∫
dzψˆ†n(z, t)
[
− h¯
2
2M
∂2
∂z2
+ Vext(z) + En
]
ψˆn(z, t)
+
∑
nmlk
gnmlk
2
∫
dzψˆ†n(z, t)ψˆ
†
m(z, t)ψˆl(z, t)ψˆk(z, t), (5)
where the renormalized coupling constant is defined by
gnmlk ≡ g
∫
dx
∫
dyφ∗n(x, y)φ
∗
m(x, y)φl(x, y)φk(x, y). (6)
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The Heisenberg equation of motion for the quantum field operator ψˆn(z, t) is given by
ih¯
∂
∂t
ψˆn(z, t) =
[
ψˆn(z, t), H
]
=
[
− h¯
2
2M
∂2
∂z2
+ Vext(z) + En
]
ψˆn(z, t) +
∑
mlk
gnmlkψˆ
†
m(z, t)ψˆl(z, t)ψˆk(z, t). (7)
In order to deal with the Bose broken symmetry, we separate out the condensate wave-
function from the field operator as
ψˆn(z, t) = Φn(z, t) + ψ˜n(z, t), (8)
where the condensate wave function is defined by Φn(z, t) ≡ 〈Ψˆn(z, t)〉. The equation of
motion for Φn can be obtained by taking statistical average of (7) :
ih¯
∂
∂t
Φn(z, t) =
[
− h¯
2
2M
∂z
∂z2
+ Vext(z) + En
]
Φn(z, t) +
∑
kl
(
gnkkln
k
c + 2gnkkln˜
k
)
Φl(z, t)
+
∑
mk
gnkklm˜
kΦ∗l (z, t) +
∑
mkl
gnmkl〈ψ˜†m(z, t)ψ˜k(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t)〉, (9)
where nkc = Φ
∗
k(z)Φk(z), n˜
k = 〈ψ˜†k(z, t)ψ˜k(z, t)〉. In Eq. (9) we have neglected the anomalous
average 〈ψ˜k(z, t)ψ˜k(z, t)〉, as in Ref. [6]. Moreover, we have assumed that the off diagonal
terms of the noncondensate density, 〈ψ˜†kψ˜k′〉(k 6= k′), are small and thus can be neglected.
This assumption is expected to be valid in the case ωz ≪ ω⊥ [6]. In addition, in the case
where ωz ≪ ω⊥, the contribution from higher radial modes to the condensate wavefunction
is negligibly small [18]. Therefore, we will henceforth approximate Φα = Φδα,0. With these
approximations the generalized GP equation (9) reduces to
ih¯
∂
∂t
Φ(z, t) =
[
− h¯
2
2M
∂z
∂z2
+ Vext(z) + E0 + g0000nc(z, t)
+
∑
k
2g0kk0n˜
k(z, t)− iR(z, t)
]
Φ(z, t). (10)
Here the source term R is given by
R(z, t) =
h¯Γ12
2nc(z, t)
, (11)
with Γ12 = −2Im
(∑
nmk g0nmkΦ
∗〈ψ˜†n(z, t)ψ˜m(z, t)ψ˜k(z, t)〉
)
, nc(z, t) = |Φ(z, t)|2 and n˜k =
〈ψ˜†k(z, t)ψ˜k(z, t)〉.
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We now turn to the dynamics of the noncondensate. The physical properties of interest
are in principle defined by the following equation of motion obtained from (7) and (9):
ih¯
∂
∂t
ψ˜n(z, t) =
[
− h¯
2
2M
+ Vext(z) + En
]
ψ˜n(z, t) + 2
∑
kl
gnkkln
k(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t)
−2∑
kl
gnkkln˜
k(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t) +
∑
l
gn00lΦ(z, t)Φ(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t)
+
∑
mk
gnmk0Φ(z, t)
[
ψ˜m(z, t)ψ˜k(z, t)− m˜k(z, t)δmk
]
+2
∑
mk
gnmk0Φ(z, t)
[
ψ˜†m(z, t)ψ˜k(z, t)− n˜k(z, t)δmk
]
+
∑
mkl
gnmkl
[
ψ˜†m(z, t)ψ˜k(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t)− 〈ψ˜†m(z, t)ψ˜k(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t)〉
]
, (12)
where nk = ncδ0,k + n˜
k. It is convenient to define the time evolution of ψ˜n(z, t) by
ψ˜n(z, t) = S
†(t, t0)ψ˜n(z, t)S(t, t0), (13)
where the unitary operator S(t, t0) evolves according to the equation of motion
ih¯
d
dt
S(t, t0) = HˆeffS(t, t0), (14)
with S(t0, t0)=1. The effective Hamiltonian in (14) is given by
Hˆeff = Hˆ0 + Hˆ
′,
Hˆ ′ = Hˆ ′1 + Hˆ
′
2 + Hˆ
′
3 + Hˆ
′
4, (15)
where the various contributions are defined as
Hˆ0 =
∑
n
∫
dzψ˜†n(z, t)
(
− h¯
2
2M
∂2
∂z2
+ En + ψ˜
†
nU
n(z, t)
)
ψ˜n(z, t), (16)
Un(z, t) = Vext(z) + 2
∑
k
gnkknn
k(z, t), (17)
Hˆ ′1 =
∑
n
∫
dz
(
L1ψ˜
†
n + L
∗
1ψ˜n
)
, (18)
L1 =
∑
mkl
gnmkl
[
2n˜kΦδ0,lδmk + m˜
kΦ∗δ0,lδmk + 〈ψ˜†mψ˜kψ˜l〉
]
, (19)
Hˆ ′2 =
∑
kl
g00kl
2
∫
dz
(
ΦΦψ˜†kψ˜
†
l + Φ
∗Φ∗ψ˜kψ˜l
)
, (20)
Hˆ ′3 =
∑
mkl
g0mk0
∫
dz
(
Φψ˜†mψ˜
†
kψ˜l + Φ
∗ψ˜†mψ˜kψ˜l
)
, (21)
Hˆ ′4 =
∑
nmkl
∫
dz
(
gnmkl
2
ψ˜†nψ˜
†
mψ˜kψ˜l − 2gnnkln˜nψ˜†kψ˜l
)
. (22)
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The expectation value of an ordinary operator defined in terms of ψˆn and ψˆ
†
n is given by
〈Oˆ(t)〉 ≡ 〈Oˆ〉t = Trρˆ0(t0)Oˆ(t) = Trρ˜(t, t0)Oˆ(t0), (23)
where ρ˜(t, t0) = Sˆ
†(t, t0)ρˆ(t0)Sˆ(t, t0) satisfies the following equation
ih¯
dρ˜(t, t0)
dt
=
[
Hˆeff , ρ˜(t, t0)
]
. (24)
Our ultimate objective is to obtain a quantum kinetic equation for the noncondensate
atoms. We define the Wigner operator as
fˆn(pz, z, t0) =
∫
dz′eipz ·z
′/h¯ψ˜†n
(
z +
z′
2
, t0
)
ψ˜n
(
z − z
′
2
, t0
)
. (25)
The Wigner distribution function is then given by
fn(pz, z, t) = Trρ˜(t, t0)fˆn(pz, z, t0). (26)
The equation of motion for f is obtained by using Eq. (24)
∂fn(pz, z, t)
∂t
=
1
ih¯
Trρ˜(t, t0)[fˆn(pz, z, t0), H0(t)] +
1
ih¯
Trρ˜(t, t0)[fˆn(pz, z, t0), H
′(t)]. (27)
With the assumption that Un(z, t) varies slowly in space, we then have
[fˆn(pz, z, t0), H0(t)] ≃ − ih¯
M
pz
∂
∂z
fˆn(pz, z, t0) + ih¯
∂
∂z
Un(z, t)
∂
∂pz
fˆn(pz, z, t0). (28)
The second right hand side of the right hand side of Eq. (28) represents the effect of collisions
between the atoms. As we show in Appendix A, the collision integral is the sum of two
contributions:
∂fn
∂t
∣∣∣∣
coll
= C12[fn] + C22[fn]. (29)
Thus we obtain
∂fn(pz, z, t)
∂t
+
pz
M
∂
∂z
fn(pz, z, t)− ∂
∂z
Un(z, t)
∂
∂pz
fn(pz, z, t)
= C12[fn] + C22[fn]. (30)
The C12 collision integral is defined as the contribution from the H
′
3 perturbation
C12[fn] ≡ −iTrρ(t, t0)
[
fˆn(pz, z, t0), Hˆ
′
3(t)
]
= 4π
∑
n′m′k′
g2n′m′k′0nc
∑
pz1,pz2,pz3
[
δ(ǫc + ǫ˜
n′
1 − ǫ˜m
′
2 − ǫ˜k
′
3 )
]
δpzc+pz1,pz2+pz3
(δpz ,pz1δnn′ − δpz ,pz2δnm′ − δpz,pz3δnk′)[(1 + fn
′
1 )f
m′
2 f
k′
3 − fn
′
1 (1 + f
m′
2 )(1 + f
k′
3 )],
(31)
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where the local HF single-particle energie is ǫ˜l = p
2
z
2M
+ El + U
l(z, t) and ǫc = µc +
1
2
mv2c .
The local condensate chemical potential µc is defined by
µc ≡ − h¯
2
2M
√
nc(z, t)
∂
∂z
√
nc(z, t) + Vext + E0 + g0000nc +
∑
k
2g0kk0n˜
k, (32)
and the condensate velocity is given by vc ≡ h¯M ∂∂zθ(z, t) with Φ(z, t) =
√
nc(z, t)e
iθ(z,t). The
source term R is directly related to the C12 collision term
R(z, t) =
h¯
2nc(z, t)
∑
n
∫
dpz
2πh¯
C12[fn]. (33)
Similarly, the C22 collision is defined as the H
′
4 perturbation, which is obtained as
C22[fn] ≡ −iTrρ(t, t0)
[
fˆn(pz, z, t0), Hˆ
′
4(t)
]
= π
∑
n′m′k′l′
g2n′m′k′l′
∑
pz1,pz2,pz3,pz4
[
δ(ǫ˜n
′
1 − ǫ˜k
′
2 − ǫ˜m
′
3 − ǫ˜l
′
4 )
]
δpz1+pz2,pz3+pz4(δpz ,pz1δnn′ + δpz,pz2δnm′ − δpz ,pz3δnk′ − δpz ,pz4δnl′)
[(1 + fn
′
1 )(1 + f
k′
2 )f
m′
3 f
l′
4 − fn
′
1 f
k′
2 (1 + f
m′
3 )(1 + f
l′
4 )]. (34)
We refer to Appendix A for detail derivations of the collision integrals C12 and C22.
In summery, we have obtained a coupled set of equation of motion for the condensate
and noncondensate as follows:
ih¯
∂
∂t
Φ(z, t) =
[
− h¯
2
2M
∂z
∂z2
+ Vext(z) + E0 + g0000nc(z, t)
+
∑
k
2g0kk0n˜
k(z, t)− iR(z, t)
]
Φ(z, t), (35)
∂fn(pz, z, t)
∂t
+
pz
M
∂
∂z
fn(pz, z, t)− ∂
∂z
Un(z, t)
∂
∂pz
fn(pz, z, t)
= C12[fn] + C22[fn]. (36)
The condensate is described by a quasi-1D GP equation for Φ(z, t). The noncondensate is
described by a quasi-1D kinetic equation for the distribution function fn(pz, z, t). Here n is
the radial mode index. Different radial mode are coupled through the mean-field interaction
as well as collisions.
Before closing section, we give equilibrium solution of the coupled ZNG equations. The
equilibrium solution for the condensate wavefunction is given by Φ0(z, t) = Φ0(z)e
−iµc0t/h¯,
where Φ0(z) satisfies[
− h¯
2
2M
∂z
∂2
+ Vext(z) + E0 + g0000nc0(z) +
∑
k
2g0kk0n˜
k
0(z, t)
]
Φ0(z) = µc0Φ0(z). (37)
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Here µ0 is equilibrium chemical potential. The equilibrium distribution function is given by
the static equilibrium Bose distribution
f 0n(pz, z) =
1
exp{β0[p2/2M + Un0 (z)− µc0]} − 1
, (38)
where β0 =
1
kBT0
is the inverse uniform temperature. The trapping potential is augmented
by the HF mean-field Un0 = Vext(z) + 2
∑
k gnkknn
k
0(z). The coupled equations (37) and (38)
must be solved self-consistently.
III. DYNAMICS OF FIRST AND SECOND SOUND IN A BOSE CONDENSED
GAS
Using the quasi-1D ZNG equations derived in the previous section, we study sound pulse
propagation excited by a sudden modification of a trapping potential. The numerical pro-
cedure for calculating ZNG equations closely follows that described in Ref. [6, 19]. The
dynamics of the thermal cloud is calculated by using N -body simulations [19]. The dynam-
ics of the condensate is determined by numerically propagating the GP equation using a
split-operator fast Fourier transform (FFT) method. The numerical method is described in
detail in Appendix B.
We take the physical parameters from the experiment of Ref. [4], which reports the
observation of second sound propagation. In this experiment, total number of 23Na atoms
N = 1.7×108, radial trap frequency ωrad/2π = 95Hz, and the aspect ratio ωrad/ωax ≈ 65. In
this situation, one has a high density cloud of n0 ∼ 1020 cm−3. At the lowest temperatures,
the BEC has a radial TF radius of roughly 22 µm and an axial TF radius of 1.4 mm. The
number of test particles is ten times the actual number of thermal atoms in order to minimize
the effects of a discrete particle description.
We first consider equilibrium solutions (37) and (38) for these experimental parameters.
In Fig. 1, we plot the condensate fraction Nc/N as a function of the temperature. We see
that the transition temperature for the Bose-Einstain condensation is given by Tc ≃ 350nK.
In Fig. 2, we plot the equilibrium density profiles of the condensate and noncondensate at
T = 176.5 nK(≃ 0.5Tc). For comparison, we also show equilibrium density profiles obtained
from the full-3D HF calculation, i.e. without making the quasi-1D approximation, in Fig. 2.
The differences between with and without the quasi-1D approximation are only a few %.
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This confirms that our quasi-1D treatment can well describe the highly-elongated system.
We note that in order to obtain reasonable results, we must take large enough number of
radial modes so that En > kBT . For example, we took about 1000 radial mode for the
calculate of Fig. 2.
FIG. 1. The condensate fraction Nc/N as a function of the temperature.
FIG. 2. Axial density profiles in the equilibrium state. Gray lines are solutions within the quasi-1D
approximation. Black line are equilibrium solutions without making the quasi-1D approximation.
We now consider density disturbance by a sudden modification of the external potential
generating pulse propagation. Here we set the external potential δU(z, t) = Ae−az
2
θ(−t)
with A ∼ 0.5µ0 and a ∼ 250√z0 with z0 =
√
Mω/h¯. A localized potential is applied at
t < 0, while it is turned off at t = 0. This situation can be described as presence of a
localized potential aimed at the center of the trap, which acts as a repulsive trap. Turning
the potential suddenly off causes a local dip of the BEC density. This perturbation splits up
11
in two waves propagating symmetrically outward, both with half the amplitude of the initial
perturbation. A schematic representation of the excitation procedure is shown in Fig. 3.
The axial density profiles, shown in Fig. 4 for various propagation times, clearly shows that
FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the excitation of a sound wave, where the trapping potential,
height and width of the perturbation are roughly on scale.
density dips corresponding to two sound modes travel with their sound velocity. The faster
sound pulse corresponds to the first sound, while the slower sound pulse corresponding to the
second sound. We see that the both depth of the first and second sound dips at T ≃ 0.5Tc
are sufficiently large for the experimental observation. For comparison, we plot axial density
profiles of condensate and noncondensate separately for various propagation times in Fig.
5.
The axial density profiles at T = 88.2 nK(≃ 0.25Tc) and T = 264.5 nK(≃ 0.75Tc) are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Compared to Fig. 5 with Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we see that the first
sound mode is dominant at low temperature, while the second sound is dominant at high
temperature.
We note that it is difficult to observe sound propagation in a noncondensate thermal
cloud because the thermal density perturbations is so small that one cannot distinguish
small density perturbations from signal-to-noise in the thermal cloud. Nevertheless, at the
intermediate temperature T ≃ 0.5Tc both first and second sound pulses appear in the total
density. In this regard, we note that the analysis of Ref. [4] was based on the assumption
that the condensate motion is always dominated by second sound at all temperatures. How-
ever, the calculation shows that the condensate motion is dominated by first sound at low
temperatures. Therefore, it is possible that the experimental result of Ref. [4] at T < 0.5Tc
12
FIG. 4. Axial density profiles of condensate and noncondensate for various propagation times at
T ≃ 0.5Tc.
FIG. 5. Axial density profiles of total density for various propagation times at T ≃ 0.5Tc.
may have observed first sound. It may therefore require a careful analysis of the experi-
mental data in the crossover temperature regime T ∼ 0.5Tc in order to identify two sound
modes.
Let us now examine validity of two-fluid hydrodynamics in our system. The existence
of first and second sound is predicted by Landau two-fluid hydrodynamics, which is valid
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FIG. 6. (a) Axial density profiles in the equilibrium state without perturbation (i. e., δU = 0) at
T = 88.2 nK(≃ 0.25Tc). (b) Axial density profiles at propagation time t/t0 = 30.
FIG. 7. (a) Axial density profiles in the equilibrium state without perturbation (i. e., δU = 0) at
T = 264.5 nK(≃ 0.75Tc). (b) Axial density profiles at propagation time t/t0 = 30
when collisions are sufficiently strong to produce a state of local thermodynamic equilibrium
[7]. This requirement is usually summarized as ωτ ≪ 1, where ω is the frequency of a
collective mode and τ is the appropriate relaxation rate. In a trapped Bose gas, a relevant
relaxation time is τ12 relaxation time associated with the C12 collisions [6, 17], which describes
equilibration between the condensate and the thermal cloud. The relation time τ12 is given
by
1/τ12 =
∑
n
Γout12 [fn]
n˜n
, (39)
where
Γout12 [fn] =
∑
n′m′k′
g2n′m′k′0nc
πh¯3
∫
dpz2
∫
dpz3
∫
dpz4δ(ǫc + ǫ˜
n′
2 − ǫ˜m
′
3 − ǫ˜k
′
4 )
×δ(pcz + pz2 − pz3 − pz4)(δnn′ − δnm′ − δnk′)fn′2 (1 + fm
′
3 )(1 + f
k′
4 ). (40)
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In Fig. 8, we plot the equilibrium local collision rate 1/τ12 in a trap as a function of the
z distance at T ≃ 0.75Tc. This collision rate again has a maximum at the edge if the
condensate, falls off rapidly beyond this point, being proportional to the condensate density
nc. This figure shows that ω0τ12 < 1 in the whole region of the condensate, where ω0 ≡ u1ξ,
ξ ≡ h¯√
2mgnc
being the healing length. For the trap parameters given above and in the
temperature range 0.25Tc <∼ T <∼ 0.7Tc, we found that the equilibrium local collision rate
satisfies ω0τ12 < 1 in the whole region of the condensate. Thus, the sound propagation
experiment is well within the hydrodynamic regime [14]. For comparison, we also calculated
1/τ12 without making the quasi-1D approximation
1
τ¯12(z)
=
∫
dxdy n˜0
τ3D
12
/
∫
dxdyn˜0 [6]. The
differences between with and without the quasi-1D approximation are only a few %. This
also confirm that our quasi-1D ZNG equation describe dynamics of the highly-elongated
system quite well.
FIG. 8. The equilibrium local collision rate 1/τ12 in a trap (in units of a frequency ω0 ≡ u1ξ with
the speed of first sound u1 and healing length ξ ≡ h¯√2mgnc ) as a function of the z distance (in units
of the harmonic oscillator length) at T ≃ 0.75Tc.
In the collisionless regime, i.e. ω0τ12 > 1, the first and second sound cannot be excited, but
only Bogoliubov sound can be excited by a sudden modification of a trapping potential. In
Fig. 9 we show the sound pulse propagation at total number of atomsN = 105 corresponding
to the density n = 1014 cm−3 at T ≃ 0.5Tc. We see that the dynamics of the cloud is quite
different from Fig. 5. Clearly, only the Bogoliubov sound propagates. This situation is
similar to the case of MIT experiment in Ref. [10].
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FIG. 9. Axial density profiles of condensate and noncondensate for various propagation times for
N = 105 at T ≃ 0.5Tc. In this case, the system is in the collisionless regime.
IV. COMPARISON WITH LINEAR RESPONSE SOLUTION OF ZNG HYDRO-
DYNAMIC EQUATIONS FOR A UNIFORM GAS
In this section, we derive an analytical expression for the amplitude of first and second
sound pulses for a uniform gas. We limit ourself to the hydrodynamic regime. General
expressions for pulse amplitudes have been derived using Landau two-fluid hydrodynamic
equations in Ref. [16]. Here we instead use ZNG hydrodynamic equations, which allows for
direct comparison with the simulation results. We start with the linearized ZNG hydrody-
namic equations for a uniform gas [20]:
∂δn˜
∂t
= −n˜0(∇ · δvn) + δΓ12, (41)
Mn˜0
∂δvn
∂t
= −∇δP˜ − 2gn˜0∇(δn˜+ δnc)− n˜0∇δU, (42)
∂δP˜
∂t
= −5
3
P˜0(∇ · δvn) + 2
3
(µc0 − U0)δΓ12 , (43)
∂δnc
∂t
= −nc0(∇ · δvc)− δΓ12, (44)
M
∂δvc
∂t
= −∇(δµc − δU), (45)
where
δµc = gδnc + 2gδn˜ . (46)
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The expression for δΓ12 is given by
δΓ12[f˜ ] = −β0nc0
τ12
δµdiff , µdiff ≡ µ˜− µc, (47)
µc0 = gnc0 + 2gn˜, U0 = 2g(nc0 + n˜). (48)
In the above equations, we have explicitly included the time-dependent external perturbation
δU(r, t). To solve the linearized hydrodynamic equations, we introduce velocity potentials
according to δvc ≡ ∇φc and δvn ≡ ∇φn. In terms of these new variables, the equations for
the condensate and the equations for the noncondensate can be combined to give
M
∂2φc
∂t2
= gnc0∇2φc + 2gn˜0∇2φn + σH
τµ
δµdiff − ∂
∂t
δU, (49)
M
∂2φn
∂t2
=
(
5P˜0
3n˜0
+ 2gn˜0
)
∇2φn + 2gnc0∇2φc − 2σH
3τµ
nc0
n˜0
δµdiff − ∂
∂t
δU. (50)
Here δΓ12 has been expressed in terms of δµdiff using (47). The equation of motion for δµdiff
is given by
∂δµdiff
∂t
=
2
3
gnc0∇2φn − gnc0∇2φc − δµdiff
τµ
, (51)
where the relation time τµ associated with the chemical potential difference is defined via
1
τµ
≡ β0gnc0
τ12
(
5
2
P˜0 + 2gn˜0nc0 +
2
3
γ˜0gn
2
c0
5
2
γ˜0P˜0 +
2
3
gn2c0
− 1
)
≡ β0gn0
τ12σH
. (52)
As discussed in Refs. [16], the liner response to the pulse perturbation can be described
in terms of the density response function χnn(q, ω). We will thus calculate χnn(q, ω) by
considering the external perturbation that excites plane wave δU = δUq,ωe
i(q·r−ωt). Therefore
we look for the plane-wave solutions φc,n(r, t) = φc,n,q,ωe
i(q·r−ωt). In this case, (51) reduces
to
δµdiff =
τµ
1− iωτµ gnc0
(
φc − 2
3
φn
)
q2. (53)
Substituting this result into (49) and (50), we are left with two coupled equations for the
superfluid and normal fluid velocity potentials:
Mω2φc,q,ω = gnc0
(
1− σH
1− iωτµ
)
q2φc,q,ω
+2gn˜0
[
1 +
σH
3(1− iωτµ)
nc0
n˜0
]
q2φn,q,ω − iωδUq,ω, (54)
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and
Mω2φn,q,ω =
{
5P˜0
3n˜0
+ 2gn˜0
[
1− 2σH
9(1− iωτµ)
n2c0
n˜20
]}
q2φn,q,ω
+ 2gnc0
[
1 +
σH
3(1− iωτµ)
nc0
n˜0
]
q2φc,q,ω − iωδUq,ω. (55)
Taking the limit ωτµ → 0 of these coupled equations, we obtain
Mω2φc,q,ω = gnc0(1− σH)q2φc,q,ω + 2gn˜0
(
1 +
σHnc0
3n˜0
)
q2φn,q,ω − iωδUq,ω, (56)
Mω2φn,q,ω =
[
5P˜0
3n˜0
+ 2gn˜0
(
1− 2σHn
2
c0
9n˜20
) ]
q2φn,q,ω
+ 2gnc0
(
1 +
σHnc0
3n˜0
)
q2φc,q,ω − iωδUq,ω. (57)
It is useful to rewrite (56) and (57) in a simple matrix form as
 ω2 − v22q2 −v221q2
−v212q2 ω2 − v21q2



 φc,q,ω
φn,q,ω

 = −iωδUq,ω

 1
1

 , (58)
where we have introduced new velocities
v22 =
gnc0
M
(1− σH), v221 =
2gn˜0
M
(
1 +
σHnc0
3n˜0
)
,
v212 =
2gnc0
M
(
1 +
σHnc0
3n˜0
)
, v21 =
5P˜0
3Mn˜0
+
2gn˜0
M
(
1− 2σHn
2
c0
9n˜20
)
. (59)
We note that these new velocities are related to the first and second sound velocities u1 and
u2 through
u21 + u
2
2 = v
2
1 + v
2
2, u
2
1u
2
2 = v
2
1v
2
2 − v212v221. (60)
Solving (58), we obtain
 φc,q,ω
φn,q,ω

 = −iωδUq,ω 1
(ω2 − u21q2)(ω2 − u22q2)

 ω2 − v21q2 + v221q2
v212q
2 + ω2 − v22q2

 . (61)
Using (53) and Taking the limit ωτµ → 0, (45) and (41) reduce to
 δnc
δn˜

 = q2−iωM

 nc0(1 + σH) −23σHnc0
−σHnc0 n˜0(1 + 23 nc0n˜0 )



 φc,q,ω
φn,q,ω

 . (62)
Using the solution (61) in the expression (62), we obtain
 δnc
δn˜

= q2δUq,ω
M(ω2 − u21q2)(ω2 − u22q2)
×

 nc0(1 + 13σH)ω2 + {nc0(1 + σH)(−v21 + v221) + 23σHnc0(v22 − v212)}q2
n˜0(1− 13σH nc0n˜0 )ω2 + {nc0σH(v21 − v221) + n˜0(1 + 23 nc0n˜0 )(−v22 + v212)}q2

 .(63)
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The solution can always be written in terms of the density response function, defined as
 δnc
δn˜

 = δUq,ω

 χncn
χn˜n

 , (64)
with
χncn =
q2nc0
M
(1 + 1
3
σH)ω
2 + {(1 + σH)(−v21 + v221) + 23σH(v22 − v212)}q2
(ω2 − u21q2)(ω2 − u22q2)
, (65)
χn˜n =
q2n˜0
M
(1− 1
3
σH
nc0
n˜0
)ω2 + {nc0
n˜0
σH(v
2
1 − v221) + (1 + 23 nc0n˜0 )(−v22 + v212)}q2
(ω2 − u21q2)(ω2 − u22q2)
. (66)
In the case of the sound propagation experiment, a localized potential is applied at t > 0,
while it is turned off at t = 0. This situation can be described as δU(r, t) = δU(z)θ(−t)
[16]. In this case, the density fluctuations at t > 0 is given by
δnc(z, t) =
1
2π2
∫
dq
∫
dωδU(q)
χ′′ncn
(w + iη)
eiqz−iωt (t > 0), (67)
δn˜(z, t) =
1
2π2
∫
dq
∫
dωδU(q)
χ′′n˜n
(w + iη)
eiqz−iωt (t > 0), (68)
where χ′′ncn(q, ω) = Imχncn(q, ω + iη) and χ
′′
n˜n(q, ω) = Imχn˜n(q, ω + iη). From (67) and
(68), we obtain
δnc(z, t) = W
nc
1 [δU(z − u1t) + δU(z + u1t)] +W nc2 [δU(z − u2t) + δU(z + u2t)] , (69)
δn˜(z, t) = W n˜1 [δU(z − u1t) + δU(z + u1t)] +W n˜2 [δU(z − u2t) + δU(z + u2t)] , (70)
where the amplitudes of the sound pulse are given by
W nc1 =
nc0
2Mu21
(1 + 1
3
σH)u
2
1 + (1 + σH)(−v21 + v221) + 23σH(v22 − v212)
u22 − u21
, (71)
W nc2 =
nc0
2Mu22
(1 + 1
3
σH)u
2
2 + (1 + σH)(−v21 + v221) + 23σH(v22 − v212)
u22 − u21
, (72)
W n˜1 =
n˜0
2Mu21
(1− 1
3
σH
nc0
n˜0
)u21 +
nc0
n˜0
σH(v
2
1 − v221) + (1 + 23 nc0n˜0 )(−v22 + v212)
u22 − u21
, (73)
W n˜2 =
n˜0
2Mu22
(1− 1
3
σH
nc0
n˜0
)u21 +
nc0
n˜0
σH(v
2
1 − v221) + (1 + 23 nc0n˜0 )(−v22 + v212)
u22 − u21
. (74)
We estimate the interaction parameter for a uniform gas corresponding to the experiment
of Ref. [4] from the average density of the trapped gas, and obtain na3 ≃ 0.07 and thus gn
kBT 0c
≃
0.5, were T 0c is the BEC transition temperature of an ideal Bose gas. In Fig. 10, we plot the
first and second sound velocities as a function of temperature within the HF approximation,
and compare with the sound velocities deduced from ZNG simulations discussed in the
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previous section. We emphasize that both first and second sound velocities obtained from
ZNG simulation show good agreement with HF approximation. This confirms that our ZNG
simulation well describe the two-fluid hydrodynamics.
FIG. 10. First and second sound velocities as a function of temperature.
We now compare the pulse amplitude obtained from simulation results in the previous
section with the ZNG hydrodynamic results for a uniform Bose gas. The amplitudes of
first and second sound W nci and W
n˜
i are obtained by taking average of subtracting the
unperturbed density profile from perturbed ones. In Fig. 11, the first and second sound am-
plitudes for condensate and noncondensate components obtained by the simulation of ZNG
equations (Eqs. (10) and (30)) and the results (71)-(74) which calculated by the linearized
ZNG hydrodynamic equations. We see that the simulation results are consistent with the
analytical results.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed sound propagation in Bose-condensed gases in a highly-
elongated harmonic trap. In order to consider the situation of a highly-elongated harmonic
trap, we derive quasi-1D ZNG equations. Using these equation, we show the several dynam-
ical simulation with the same parameter as experiment on second sound. We showed that
both first and second sound mode can be observed by a sudden modification of a trapping
potential at intermediate temperatures. We also found that the thermal density perturba-
tions is so small that one cannot distinguish small density perturbations from signal-to-noise
in the thermal cloud.
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FIG. 11. The first sound amplitudeW1 = W
nc
1 +W
n˜
1 and second sound amplitudeW2 = W
nc
2 +W
n˜
2
as a function of temperature, where W = W1 +W2 = W
nc
1 +W
n˜
1 +W
nc
2 +W
n˜
2 . Lines show the
results from the self-consistent HF approximation. Data points are results from the simulation
solving ZNG equations.
We also derived expression for the pulse amplitude of condensate and noncondensate
components in a uniform Bose gases using linearized ZNG hydrodynamic equations. The first
and second sound amplitude obtained by dynamical simulation are consistent with the results
calculated by the linearized ZNG hydrodynamic equations. This also confirm that the system
we considered in this paper is well described by the two-fluid hydrodynamics. The quasi-1D
ZNG formalism developed in this paper is very useful in analyzing the finite temperature
dynamics of highly-elongated Bose-condensed gases. In a separate paper, we will study the
collective modes of a highly-elongated Bose gas at finite temperatures. We hope to stimulate
further detailed experimental examination on the dynamics of Bose condensed gases at finite
temperatures.
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Appendix A: DERIVATION OF COLLISION INTEGRALS
In this Appendix, we give a detailed derivation of the expressions for the collision integrals
given by (31) and (34). We closely follow the approach of Refs. [6, 17].
According to the time dependent perturbation theory, the expectation value of an arbi-
trary operator Oˆ(t) made up of some combination of non-condensate field operators can be
expressed to first order in Hˆ ′ as
〈Oˆ〉t = Tr
{
Sˆ0(t, t0)Oˆ(t0)Sˆ0(t, t0)
− i
h¯
∫ t
t0
dt′Sˆ†0(t
′, t0)[Sˆ
†
0(t, t
′)Oˆ(t0)Sˆ0(t, t
′), Hˆ ′(t′)]S0(t
′, t0)
}
. (A1)
The three-field correlation function is given by
〈ψ˜†n(z, t)ψ˜m(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t)〉
= − i
h¯
Trρˆ(t0)
∫ t
t0
dt′Sˆ†0(t
′, t0)[Sˆ
†
0(t, t
′)ψ˜†n(z, t0)ψ˜m(z, t0)ψ˜l(z, t0)
× Sˆ0(t, t′), Hˆ ′1(t′) + Hˆ ′3(t′)]S0(t′, t0)
≡ 〈ψ˜†n(z, t)ψ˜m(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t)〉(1) + 〈ψ˜†n(z, t)ψ˜m(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t)〉(3), (A2)
where 〈· · ·〉(i) denote the contribution from Hˆ ′i. In this case, contributions from the other
terms in Hˆ ′ can be shown to vanish. The evaluation of correlation functions is facilitated by
two key assumptions: The effect of H ′1(t
′) in the interval t0 < t′ < t is essentially a collision
process, which occurs on a time scale much shorter than all other time scales in the problem,
and the hydrodynamic variables vary slowly in space and time. It is sufficient to use
nnc (z
′, t) ≃ nnc (z, t) ≃ nc(z, t), n˜n(z′, t) ≃ n˜n(z, t),
θ(z′, t) ≃ θ(z, t)− ǫc(z, t)
h¯
(t′ − t) + mvc(z, t)
h¯
(z′ − z), (A3)
and
Sˆ0(t, t
′) ≃ e−iHˆ0(t)(t−t′). (A4)
Introducing the Fourier transform of the non-condensate field operators according to
ψ˜n(z, t0) =
∑
pz
apz,ne
ipzz. (A5)
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The contribution from H ′1 to the commutator is given by
[Sˆ†0(t, t
′)ψ˜†n(z, t0)ψ˜m(z, t0)ψ˜l(z, t0)Sˆ0(t, t
′), Hˆ ′1(t
′)],
= −2 ∑
n′k′l′
gn′n′k′l′
∑
pz1pz2pz3pz4
e−i(pz1−pz2−pz3)zei(ǫ˜
n
1
−ǫ˜m
2
−ǫ˜k
3
)(t−t′)
∫
dz′n˜n
′
(z′, t)Φk′(z
′, t)
[a†pz1napz2mapz3k, a
†
pz4l′
]
≃ −2∑
n′l′
gn′n′0l′ n˜
n′(z, t)
√
nce
iθ(z,t)
∑
pz1pz2pz3pz4
e−i(pzc+pz1−pz2−pz3)zei(ǫc+ǫ˜
n
1
−ǫ˜m
2
−ǫ˜k
3
)(t−t′)
×δpz4pzc[a†pz1napz2mδpz3pz4δl′,l + a†pz1napz3lδpz2pz4δl′,m], (A6)
where we have defined the condensate momentum pzc ≡ mvc. We thus obtain
〈ψ˜†n(z, t)ψ˜m(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t)〉(1) = −
i
h¯
Trρˆ(t0)
∫ t
t0
dt′Sˆ†0(t
′, t0)[Sˆ
†
0(t, t
′)ψ˜†n(z, t0)ψ˜m(z, t0)ψ˜l(z, t0)
× Sˆ0(t, t′), Hˆ ′1(t′)]S0(t′, t0)
= 2i
∑
n′l′
gn′n′0l′ n˜
n′(z, t)
√
nce
iθ(z,t)
∑
pz1pz2pz3pz4
e−i(pzc+pz1−pz2−pz3)z/h¯δpz4pzc
×
∫ t
t0
dt′ei(ǫc+ǫ˜
n
1
−ǫ˜m
2
−ǫ˜k
3
)(t−t′)/h¯[〈a†pz1napz2m〉δpz3pz4δl′,l
+〈a†pz1napz3l〉δpz2pz4δl′,m], (A7)
where
〈a†pz1napz2m〉t′ = Trρˆ(t0)Sˆ†0(t′, t0)a†pz1napz2mS0(t′, t0) ≃ ei(ǫ˜1−ǫ˜2)(t
′−t0)〈a†pz1napz1m〉t0 . (A8)
We now assume that the initial statistical density matrix ρˆ(t0) has the form appropriate for
the HF Hamiltonian
〈a†pz1napz1m〉t0 ≃ δpz1,pz2δnmfn(pz1, z, t), (A9)
where we have assume that off-diagonal contribution n 6= m is neglecting small. In fact, in
equilibrium, fnm(n 6= m) < 10−5 and ∑n 6=m fnm < 10−3. Similarly, we can obtain
〈ψ˜†n(z, t)ψ˜m(z, t)ψ˜l(z, t)〉(3)
= − i
h¯
Trρˆ(t0)
∫ t
t0
dt′Sˆ†0(t
′, t0)[Sˆ
†
0(t, t
′)ψ˜†n(z, t0)ψ˜m(z, t0)ψ˜l(z, t0)× Sˆ0(t, t′), Hˆ ′3(t′)]S0(t′, t0)
= −2 ∑
n′m′k′
gn′m′k′0n
1/2
c e
iθ
∑
pz1,pz2pz3
ei(pz2+pz3−pz1−pzc)z
∫ t
t0
dt′ei(ǫc+ǫ˜
n
1
−ǫ˜m
2
−ǫ˜k
3
)(t−t′) ∑
p′z1,p
′
z2p
′
z3
δpcz+p′z1,p′z2+p′z3
23
×[δp2,p′2δp3,p′3δmm′δkk′〈a†pz1nap′z1n′〉t′ + δp2,p′2δmm′〈a†pz1nap′z1n′〉t′〈a
†
pz3k
ap′z3k′〉t′
+δp3,p′3δll′〈a†pz1nap′z1n′〉t′〈a†pz2map′z2m′〉t′ − δp1,p′1δnn′〈a†pz2map′z2m′〉t′〈a
†
pz3k
ap′z3k′〉t′
+δp2,p′2δmm′〈a†pz1napz3k〉t′〈a
†
p′
z3
k′ap′z1n′〉t′ + δp1,p′1δn,n′〈a†pz1napz2m〉t′〈a
†
p′
z2
m′ap′z1n′〉t′ . (A10)
The last two terms reduce to
∑
p′
z1
,p′
z2
p′
z3
δp2,p′2δpcz+p′z1,p′z2+p′z3(δmm′〈a†pz1napz3k〉t′〈a
†
p′z3k
′ap′z1n′〉t′
+ δp1,p′1δn,n′〈a†pz1napz2m〉t′〈a
†
p′
z2
m′ap′z1n′〉t′)
= n˜n
′
∑
pz2′
δpzc,p′z2
(
δpz2,p′z2δm,m′〈a†pz1napz3k〉t + δpz3,p′z2δk,m′〈a†pz1napz2m〉t
)
. (A11)
We now see that the last two terms in this equation exactly cancel the contribution from
Hˆ ′1. We thus obtain
〈ψ˜†n(z, t)ψ˜m(z, t)ψ˜k(z, t)〉t = −i2πgnmk0n1/2c eiθ∑
pz1,pz2,pz3
[
δ(ǫc + ǫ˜
n
1 − ǫ˜m2 − ǫ˜k3) +
i
π
P
1
(ǫc + ǫ˜
n
1 − ǫ˜m2 − ǫ˜k3)
]
δpzc+pz1,pz2+pz3[f
n
1 (1 + f
m
2 )(1 + f
k
3 )− (1 + fn1 )fm2 fk3 ], (A12)
with f li = f
l(pzi, zi, t). In addition, we have treated the system as locally homogeneous, with
the consequence that the local HF single-particle energies, ǫ˜l = p
2
z
2M
+ El + U
l(z, t). Using
(A12), we obtain the C12 collision integral
C12[fn] ≡ −iTrρ(t, t0)
[
fˆn(pz, z, t0), Hˆ
′
3(t)
]
≃ −i ∑
n′m′k′
gn′m′k′0n
1/2
c e
−iθ∑
qz
∑
pz1,pz2,pz3
eiqzzδ(pcz + pz1, pz2 + pz3)e
ipzcz
[δpz1,pz+qz/2δmn′〈a†pz−qz/2napz2m′apz3k′〉t − δpz2,pz−qz/2δnm′〈a†pz1napz−qz/2mapz3k′〉t
−δpz3,pz−qz/2δnk′〈a†pz1napz2m′apz−qz/2m〉t − h.c.]
= 4π
∑
n′m′k′
g2n′m′k′0nc
∑
pz1,pz2,pz3
[
δ(ǫc + ǫ˜
n′
1 − ǫ˜m
′
2 − ǫ˜k
′
3 )
]
×δpzc+pz1,pz2+pz3(δpz ,pz1δnn′ + δpz,pz2δnm′ − δpz,pz3δnl′)
×
[
(1 + fn
′
1 )f
m′
2 f
k′
3 − fn
′
1 (1 + f
m′
2 )(1 + f
k′
3 )
]
. (A13)
Similarly, we can obtain the expression for C22 collision term, which is the contribution from
the Hˆ ′4 perturbation.
C22[fn] ≡ −iTrρ˜(t, t0)[fˆ(pz, z, t0), Hˆ ′4(t)]
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≃ −i
2
∑
n′m′k′l′
∑
qz
∑
pz1,pz2,pz3
eiqzzδ(pz1 + pz2, pz3 + pz4)
×[δpz1,pz+qz/2δmn′〈a†pz−qz/2na†pz2m′apz3k′apz4l′〉t
+δpz2,pz+qz/2δmm′〈a†pz−qz/2na†pz1n′apz3k′apz4l′〉t
−δpz3,pz−qz/2δnk′〈a†pz1n′a†pz2m′apz4l′apz+qz/2m〉t
−δpz4,pz−qz/2δnl′〈a†pz1n′a†pz2m′apz3k′apz+qz/2m〉t]. (A14)
Using Wick’s theorem, we obtain the relevant contribution
〈a†pz1na†pz2mapz3kapz4l〉t = −2πignmklδ(ǫ˜n1 + ǫ˜m2 − ǫ˜k3 − ǫ˜l4)δpz1+pz2,pz3+pz4
×[fn1 fm2 (1 + fk3 )(1 + f l4)− (1 + fn1 )(1 + fm2 )fk3 f l4]. (A15)
Inserting (A15) into (A14), we obtain
C22[fn] = π
∑
n′m′k′l′
g2n′m′k′l′
∑
pz1,pz2,pz3,pz4
[
δ(ǫ˜n
′
1 − ǫ˜k
′
2 − ǫ˜m
′
3 − ǫ˜l
′
4 )
]
×δpz1+pz2,pz3+pz4(δpz ,pz1δnn′ + δpz,pz2δnk′ − δpz ,pz3δnm′ − δpz ,pz4δnl′)
×
[
fn
′
1 f
k′
2 (1 + f
m′
3 )(1 + f
l′
4 )− (1 + fn
′
1 )(1 + f
k′
2 )f
m′
3 f
l′
4
]
.
(A16)
Appendix B: Numerical methods
In this section we discuss solution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation using N-body
simulations. The effect of collisions is dealt with later. It is generally very difficult to solve
using standard methods for treating partial differential equations. An alternative approach
used extensively in the literature is to represent the phase-space density fn(pz, z, t) by a
cloud of discrete test particles. The momentum and position of each particle in an external
potential Un(z, t) is then evolved according to Newton’s equations. The ith test particle has
variables {zi(t), pi(t), ni(t)}. Test particles keep motion in one dimension along z-axis.
The phase-space distribution for this situation is given by
fn(pz, z, t) =
N˜
N˜tp
2πh¯
N˜tp∑
i=0
δ(z − zi)δ(pz − pzi)δn,ni. (B1)
where the weighting factor is fixed by the requirement that the phase-space distribution
is normalized to the number of physical atoms, N˜ , with N˜h¯ =
∑
n
∫
dzdpzfn. By using a
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sufficiently large number of test particles, N˜T , a reasonable approximation to the continuous
phase-space distribution is obtained. Note that the number of test and physical particles is
not necessarily equal. In fact, for a relatively small number of physical atoms it is essential to
simulate more test particles in order to minimize the effects of a discrete particle description.
The time evolution of fn(pz, z, t) is determined by the time-dependent potential and
momentum variables of each test particle, given by the equations
dzi
dt
=
pzi(t)
M
,
pzi(t)
dt
= − d
dz
Uni(z, t)|z=zi. (B2)
The ni(t) should change by collision process. The collisions are treated in a similar manner
to Ref. [6, 19] except calculation of angle. The ith test particle has the index of radial
direction ni instead of angle.
The phase-space variables are updated by advancing the position and momentum of each
particle at discrete time steps ∆t. Symplectic integrators are used extensively in molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations since they possess several desirable properties, such as conser-
vation of phase-space volume and of energy over a long period. We use a second-order
symplectic integrator in our calculations, which is the classical analog of the split-operator
method discussed earlier. To show this, it is convenient to work within the Lie formalism.
Consider the classical Hamiltonian for a single particle, Hi =
p2
zi
2M
+ Vi(zi). The evolution of
its phase-space coordinates Zi = (pzi, zi) is then determined by the equation
dZi
dt
= {Zi, Hi} ≡ −iLZi, (B3)
where {F,G} = ∑j (∂zjF∂pziG− ∂pziF∂zjG) is the Poisson bracket and L is the Liouville
operator. One can then write the time evolution Z as
Z(t+∆t) = e−iL∆tZ(t). (B4)
Splitting the Hamiltonian into potential and kinetic terms, the effect of the classical operator
in the simulations is to update the particle positions and velocities in three steps
z˜i = zi +
1
2
∆tvi(t),
vi(t +∆t) = vi − ∆t
M
∂
∂zi
Uni(z˜i),
zi(t +∆t) = z˜i +
1
2
∆tvi(t+∆t). (B5)
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The effective potential U is determined self-consistently as the system evolves in time,
and includes the condensate mean-field and the mean-field generated by the thermal cloud.
The latter is in general much weaker than the condensate mean-field due to the larger
spatial extent of the thermal cloud. Nevertheless, it is important to include this term in
order to ensure the conservation of the total energy of the system. Although the calculation
of the condensate mean-field is straightforward, the use of discrete particles with a contact
interatomic potential creates a problem in determining the noncondensate mean-field. Taken
literally, the mean-field consists of a series of delta peaks
U¯nT (z, t) =
N˜
N˜tp
2
∑
k,l
gnnkl
N˜tp∑
i=0
δ(z − zi)δn,ni ≡ 2gnn˜nT (z, t). (B6)
This expression clearly cannot be used as it is to generate the forces acting on the test
particles that are required in the MD simulation. We generate a smooth thermal cloud
density by performing a convolution with a sampling (or smoothening) function S(z) which
is normalized to unity. In particular, we define
U˜nS (z, t) ≡
∫
dz′S(z − z′)U˜nT (z′, t) =
N˜
N˜tp
2
∑
k,l
gnnkl
N˜tp∑
i=0
S(z − zi)δn,ni, (B7)
where we choose S(z) ∼ e−z2/η2 , i.e., an isotropic Gaussian sampling function of width η.
We proceed by making use of a FFT. First, each particle in the ensemble is assigned to
points on the 1D Cartesian grid using a cloud-in-cell method. We now consider a particle at
position z, between two grid points at zk and zk+1. The particle is assigned to both points
with weightings (1 − α) and α, respectively, where α = (z − zk)/(zk+1 − zk). This can be
viewed as a more sophisticated binning procedure in that it takes into account the actual
positions of particles within the cells. We then convolve the cloud-in-cell density with the
sampling function by Fourier transforming it and then multiplying it by the analytic FT of
the sampling function. An inverse FFT then generates the sampled potential. This potential
is used directly in the GP evolution, while the forces on the test particles are obtained by
taking a numerical derivative and interpolating to the positions of the particles. We have
also checked that small variations of η about the value chosen to do the simulations have
little effect on our final results.
Probabilities for either C22 or C12 collisions are calculated in a way which is consistent with
a Monte Carlo sampling of the collision integrals, as discussed below. We first give details
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for the C22 integral, which physically corresponds to scattering of two thermal particles
into two final thermal states. Hence the process conserves the number of thermal atoms∫
dpz/(2πh¯)C22 = 0. We are interested in the mean collision rate at a point z, which is given
by
Γout22 [fn] =
∫
dpz
2πh¯
Cout22 [fn], (B8)
where
Cout22 [fn] ≡
∑
n′m′k′l′
g2n′m′k′l′
4πh¯2
∫
dpz2dpz3dpz4
[
δ(ǫ˜n
′
1 − ǫ˜k
′
2 − ǫ˜m
′
3 − ǫ˜l
′
4 )
]
×δ(pz + pz2 − pz3 − pz4)(δnn′ + δnk′ − δnm′ − δnl′)
×fn′1 fk
′
2 (1 + f
m′
3 )(1 + f
l′
4 ). (B9)
We now write the required local collision rate as
Γout22 [fn] =
∑
n′m′k′l′
∫
dpz1
2πh¯
∫
dpz2
2πh¯
fn
′
(pz1)f
k′(pz2)g
m′l′
n′k′ (pz1, pz2)
=
∑
kl
∫
dpzw
n′k′(pz)g
m′l′
n′k′ (pz), (B10)
where pz is a point in two-dimensional momentum space and the factor
wn
′k′(pz) = f
n′(pz1)f
k′(pz2)/(2πh¯)
2, (B11)
is considered as a weight function. We denote the maximum value of wn
′k′(pz) by w
n′k′
max
and define the domain on which the integrand is nonzero by [−pzmax/2, pzmax/2] for each
momentum component. Choosing a point pzi at random in the hypervolume (pzmax)
2, and
a random number Ri uniformly distributed on [0, w
n′k′
max] the point pzi is is accepted if Ri <
wn
′k′
max and the quantity g
m′l′
n′k′ (pzi) is accumulated. The value of the integral is then given
approximately as
Γout22 [fn] ≃
∑
n′m′k′l′
(pzmax)
2wn
′k′
max
1
N
∑
i
′
gm
′l′
n′k′ (pzi), (B12)
where N is the number of random pzi points chosen and the prime on the summation includes
only those points for which Ri < w
nk(piz). For g
ml
nk , the integral is simply
n˜n(z)n˜k(z) = (pzmax)
2wnkmax
Nnks
N
, (B13)
where Nnks is the total number of points accepted, and
Γout22 [fn] =
∑
n′m′k′l′
n˜n
′
(z)n˜k
′
(z)
1
Nn′k′s
∑
i
′
gm
′l′
n′k′ (pzi). (B14)
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The sample of Nnks points accepted consists of N
nk
s pz1 values and N
nk
s pz2 values, each of
which is distributed according to fn(pz1) and f
k(pz2). This set of 2Ns
nkp values can be
identified with Ncell test particles in a cell of volume ∆z. If this set is to be representative
of the local density, we must have
n˜k(z) =
Ncell
∆z
=
2Nnks
∆z
. (B15)
With this identification,
∆zΓout22 [fn] = 2
∑
n′m′k′l′
n˜n
′
(z)
∑
i
′
gm
′l′
n′k′ (p
i
z1, p
i
z2). (B16)
In other words, the collision rate can be estimated by sampling the test particles in the cell
∆z in paris.
For our purposes it is convenient to express the integral in terms of new momentum
variables (pz0, p
′
z0) and (p
′′
z , p
′′′
z ): pz1,z2 = (pz0 ± p′′z)/
√
2 and pz3,z4 = (p
′
z0 ± p′′′z )/
√
2. pz0
and p′′ are proportional to the center-of-mass and relative momenta, respectively, of the
incoming 1 and 2 particles. The momentum and energy delta functions reduce to
δ(ǫ˜n1 + ǫ˜
k
2 − ǫ˜m3 − ǫ˜l4)δ(pz1 + pz2 − pz3 − pz4) =
M√
2
δ(pz0 − p′z0)δ(p′′2z − p′′′2z + E˜mlnk ),(B17)
with E˜mlnk = 2M(En + Ek −El −Em). Integrating over p′z0 and p′′′z , we obtain
Γout22 [fn] =
∑
n′m′k′l′
g2n′m′k′l′M
4πh¯2
(δnn′ + δnk′ − δnm′ − δnl′)
∫
dpz1f
n′
1
∫
dpz2f
k′
2 |pz1 − pz2|(1 + fm
′
3 )(1 + f
l′
4 ). (B18)
where pz3,z4 = pz0 ±
√
p′′2z + E˜
ml
nk Calculation of the rate therefore involves integrals over all
possible initial states and all radial states. Inserting the explicit form of g for Γ22 collision
rate, we have
∆zΓout22 [fn] =
∑
kl
2πMg2nmkl
∑
(ij)
n˜k(z)|pzi − pzj|(1 + fm3 )(1 + f l4), (B19)
where the sum is now taken over pairs of test particles. This expression allows us to define
the probability P 22ij that a pair of atoms (ij) in the cell suffers a collision in a time interval
∆t,
P 22ij [fn] =
∑
n′m′k′l′
πMg2n′m′k′l′(δnn′ + δnk′ − δnm′ − δnl′)
n˜k
′
(z)|pzi − pzj|(1 + fm′3 )(1 + f l
′
4 ). (B20)
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Selecting atoms in pairs from each cell and assigning them a collision probability P 22ij allows
us to simulate the effect of collisions in a way which is consistent with the Boltzmann collision
integral.
We treat C12 collisions somewhat differently. First, we note that the total rate of change
of the number of thermal atoms per unit volume due to these collisions is
∫ dpz
2πh¯
C12[fn] =
∑
n′m′k′
g2n′m′k′0nc
πh¯3
∫
dpz2
∫
dpz3
∫
dpz4δ(ǫc + ǫ˜
n′
2 − ǫ˜m
′
3 − ǫ˜k
′
4 )δ(pcz + pz2 − pz3 − pz4)
×(δnn′ − δnm′ − δnk′)
[
fn
′
2 (1 + f
m′
3 )(1 + f
k′
4 )− (1 + fn
′
2 )f
m′
3 f
k′
4
]
≡ Γout12 [fn]− Γin12[fn]. (B21)
According to this definition, using same transformation as in (B19)
Γout12 [fn] =
∑
n′m′k′
g2n′m′k′0nc
πh¯3
∫
dpz2
∫
dpz3
∫
dpz4δ(ǫc + ǫ˜
n
2 − ǫ˜m3 − ǫ˜k4)
×(δnn′ − δnm′ − δnk′)δ(pcz + pz2 − pz3 − pz4)fn′2 (1 + fm
′
3 )(1 + f
k′
4 )
=
∑
n′m′k′
∫
dpz2
g2n′m′k′0Mnc
πh¯3
fn
′
2 p
out
z (1 + f
m′
3 )(1 + f
k′
4 )(δnn′ − δnm′ − δnk′), (B22)
where poutz =
√
|pcz − pz2|2 − 4M(Un + En − µc). This rate can be estimated by writing
Γout12 [fn] =
∑
n′m′k′
∫
dpz2w
n′(pz2)g
m′
n′k′(pz2)(δnn′ − δnm′ − δnk′), (B23)
where wn(pz2) = f
n(pz2)/(2πh¯) and g
m
nk(pz2) is the remaining part of the integrand. A Monte
Carlo sampling of the integral leads to the estimate
∆zΓout12 [fn] ≃
∑
n′m′k′
Ns∑
i=1
gmnk(pzi)(δnn′ − δnm′ − δnk′), (B24)
where Ns represents the number of atoms in the cell of volume ∆z. The probability of an
atom in the cell suffering this kind of collision in the time interval ∆t is therefore
P outinmk [fn] = g
m
nk(pzi)∆t
=
∑
nmk
2ncg
2
nmk0M
h¯2
√
|pcz − pz2|2 − 4M(Un + En − µc)
×(1 + fm3 )(1 + fk4 )∆t
=
∑
k
2ncg
2
nmk0M
h¯2
√
|pcz − pz2|2 − 4M(En − E0 + g′nn00nc)
×(1 + fm3 )(1 + fk4 )∆t, (B25)
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where we assume
Un − µc = Vext(z) + 2(gnn00nc +
∑
k
gnnkkn˜
k)− (Vext(z) + g0000nc +
∑
k
g00kkn˜
k)
≃∑
k
(2gnnkk − g00kk)nc ≡ g′nn00nc. (B26)
The “in” collision rate is given by
Γin12[fn] =
∑
n′m′k′
g2n′m′k′0nc
πh¯3
∫
dpz2
∫
dpz3
∫
dpz4δ(ǫc + ǫ˜
n′
2 − ǫ˜m
′
3 − ǫ˜k
′
4 )(δnn′ − δnm′ − δnk′)
×δ(pcz + pz2 − pz3 − pz4)(1 + fn′2 )fm
′
3 f
k′
4
=
∑
n′m′k′
∫
dpz2
2πh¯
fm
′
2
∫
dpz4
2πh¯
fk
′
4
g2n′m′k′0Mnc
πh¯
(1 + fn
′
3 )(δnn′ − δnm′ − δnk′)
δ[(pcz − pz4)(pcz − pz2)−Mg′n′n′00nc +M(E0 + En′ − Em′ −Ek′)],
(B27)
where we have interchanged the particle labels 2 and 3 to obtain the second line in this
equation. This rate corresponds to two thermal atoms scattering into a condensate atom
and an outgoing thermal atom, and is thus the rate that atoms feed into the condensate as
a result of collisions. Although the collision of atoms 2 and 4 can be treated by the methods
used to analyze the C22 collision rate, it is preferable to define a single atom collision rate
by writing this integral in the form of Eq. (B25) and performing a Monte Carlo sampling
with respect to the pz2 variable. This procedure leads to the collision probability per atom
P ininmk [fn] = ∆t
∫ dpz4
2πh¯
fk4
g2nmk0Mnc
πh¯
(1 + fn3 )
δ[(pcz − pz4)(pcz − piz2)−Mg′nn00nc +M(E0 + En −Em − Ek)].
(B28)
This analysis yields probabilities for a particular atom to undergo ‘out’ or ‘in’ collisions. To
decide whether either event takes place, another random number 0 < X12 < 1 is chosen.
If X12 < P
out
i then an ‘out’ collision is accepted; the incoming thermal atom is removed
from the ensemble of test particles and two new thermal atoms are created. However, if
P outi < X12 < P
out
i + P
in
i , then an ‘in’ collision takes place and atom 2 is removed from the
thermal sample. In addition, a second test particle, atom 4, is removed and a new thermal
atom, atom 3, is created. In practice, it is exceedingly unlikely that a test particle will exist
that will precisely match the required phase-space coordinates of particle 4. We therefore
search for a test particle in neighboring phase-space cells and remove this particle if one is
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found. This can be justified by remembering that we are only interested in describing the
evolution in phase-space in a statistical wayis misleading to think of a direct correspondence
between the test particles and physical atoms. If no test particle exists in the vicinity of v4,
the local phase-space density f4, and hence P
in
i , will be zero and the ‘in’ collision is precluded
from occurring in any case. The above procedure leads to a change in the number of atoms
in the thermal cloud. In order to conserve the total particle number the GP equation is
propagated with the R term which changes the normalization of the wave function and hence
the condensate number. This quantity can be evaluated from the Monte Carlo process decribed
above by summing probabilities for particles
R(z, t) =
h¯
2nc∆t
∑
nmk
∑
i
(P outinmk − P ininmk). (B29)
In practice, this assignment to grid points is performed with a cloud-in-cell approach similar
to the one described earlier. Of course, the normalization of the condensate wave function
varies continuously as opposed to the variation of the thermal atom number which changes
by discrete jumps. Nevertheless, one can show that the subsequent change in the condensate
normalization is consistent with the addition or removal of atoms from the thermal cloud,
so that the total particle number, Ntot , is conserved within statistical fluctuations.
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